Humberside CC – 26/07/14
Mrs D Brown
Congratulations to Judy and Beryl, both shows ran very smoothly and it was a
pleasure to be judging here, many thanks for the invitation.
BREED CLASSES
Siamese or Balinese Champion Male
GD CC – Jackson-Lee’s CH NIGHTQUEEN ROULETTE (SIA p ) M 02/07/12.
A stylish and masculine lad. Longer wedge head, top line could do with a touch more
width for perfect balance, ears large and set to follow. Oriental eye shape set and
expression with mid blue colour. Strong almost straight profile, chin of good depth
lines up and the bite is level. Well defined neck and a long well muscled body,
tapered tail to just about balance. Soft pale rosy toned fawn points – lovely, and they
match, light tonal shading to body, coat a touch soft and fine but laying close, has a
fair amount of stud tail that needs attention and I did hesitate over the certificate
because of this – after all it is a beauty competition, although I do appreciate that he is
a working boy. Rather shy but gentle and handled well.
Siamese or Balinese Champion Female
GD CC – Moore’s CH KINKAJEWSDEN RUBYLOU (SIA o) F 22/10/12. A
good size girl of overall well balanced type. Medium length wedge showing a slight
pinch today, top of head good and her ears are large and nicely set. Expressive eyes of
bright mid blue. Marginal dip to profile, firm chin and level bite. Long elegant but
weighty body with long limbs and balancing tail. Rich warm toned cinnamon points,
almost matching, lightly shaded ivory coat of excellent short sleek texture. A friendly
lady excellently presented.
R – Moore’s CH ADZWOAM DANCER (SIA m 21) F 15/12/11. Not the largest of
ladies for a mature queen but overall she is well balanced and has good weight for
size. Medium length head with good top line, and proportionate ears set to follow.
Profile straight with a good chin and level bite. Oriental eye shape and set with mid
blue colour. Medium length body well toned, with neat limbs and paws, tail to almost
balance. Dark blue-based caramel tabby points with good tail rings, some brownish
overtones evident and the paws pads are the correct purple tone. Off-white coat
somewhat heavily shaded but contrast still seen and the length and texture is good.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
Red Point Adult Male
CC – Totten’s GELCUNE TOUCH OF GOLD (SIA d) M 28/01/13. A good size
male of overall good type and style. Medium length wedge, top line could be
marginally wider for balance, ears of good size and set though held slightly high at
times, better when he is relaxed. Almost straight profile, good chin and level bite.
Oriental eye shape set and expression with mid blue colour. Long weighty body still
rather puppy adolescent in tone, long strong limbs and tapered tail to almost balance.

Bright red points and a lightly shaded warm white coat of excellent short sleek
texture. Excellent to handle and presented in lovely condition.
BOB – Kincaide’s IMP GD CH MAFDET ALPHA-ROMEO (SIA D) M
15/01/12. Mouth-watering for type this handsome and masculine lad. Gorgeous head
with broad top line and huge wide based ears set wide. Love his expression,
completely inscrutable with very good colour. Long lean body, he has good weight
though ideally I would like to see more muscle over the spine, but I do understand
that working boys can sometimes “run up light”, long whip tail to balance. Paler but
bright red points. Warm white coat with minimal shading to tone, slightly long and
the texture is a bit harsh over the lower back today, a little stud tail evident. Handled
well for a mature boy. Excellently presented.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
A.C. British Junior Adult
1st – Shepherd’s TRUBRIT FLAPJACK (BRI e) M 12/09/13. A well developed
young male. Round head with good cheeks for a youngster, ears neat small and
rounded at the tips, set well apart. Short nose, firm chin and level bite, whisker pads a
tad prominent. Super eyes, round and open with excellent deep copper colour. Cobby
body with short strong limbs and medium length tail. Mid cream coat that was a touch
unsound today and still shows some ghosting in places, but really dense and crisp in
texture. Excellent temperament.
A.V. Oriental Non Breeders Neuter
1st – Webster’s IMP GD CH & PR FIORDILISO NAMPEMA NUAGE (OSH n
03 33) FN21/03/12. A beautiful lady neuter, I have always admired her serenity.
Excellent head type, balanced and even with lovely top and large flared ears
excellently set. Love her expression, and her eye colour is very good given the
proximity of white of which she has plenty in all the correct places. She also is quite a
warm toned seal for a bicolour – and there is that lovely ’tash”. Perfect to handle as
always.
2nd – Hardy’s GD CH &PR PIPPASTRO JAY SILVERHEELS (OLH ds 11)
MN 24/02/12. Another lovely exhibit, strong and well balanced overall. Even
medium length wedge with very good top and well furnished ears of good size set to
follow. Good eye shape set and colour. Strong profile and firm chin. Long weighty
body with fairly good length to tail. Muted red shading to coat, light, delicate and
right on the tips of the hair with clear silver undercoat. Coat needed length today but
given the time of year and the recent heat was perfectly acceptable, and the texture
was excellent. A friendly boy.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Breeders Kitten
1st – Jackson-Lee’s NIGHTQUEEN MANTRA (SIA c) M 19/02/14. I was very
struck by this kitten, very promising for type and beautifully grown, although I doubt
he is lilac, there is little or no pinkish tone to his points but rather a bluish fawn
colour which no doubt will end up caramel in the fullness of time. He even has the
tell-tale toffee toned fur between his pads. Coat unshaded and cool toned off white. It
will be interesting to see how he develops, but what ever he is he is very nice indeed.
Handled beautifully.

2nd – Skivington’s MEILAND AVA-DARLING (SIA n 21) F 16/02/14. This kitten
is quite stylish with a strong little head and large open based ears. Strong profile firm
chin, bite somewhat overshot. Oriental eye shape and set with good depth of colour.
Firm toned body, solid and weighty, tail need a inch to balance. Very dark seal tabby
points with large thumb prints and good tail rings. Pale beige coat very lightly
shaded. Excellent temperament
3rd – Moore’s COSITA DARCEY BUSSELL (SIA a 21) F 01/02/14. A well grown
baby of good overall type, although her tabby points are quite dark for a blue, there is
some hint of brown to the tail rings and the paw pads look as though they are turning
purple rather than blue grey, with quite a warm colour to her coat rather than glacial
white. Although it is early days, she does need to be watched to see how she
develops, but my guess would be blue-based caramel. Lovely eyes for shape set and
colour and her coat texture is also very good. Excellent to handle.
AV & AC Cat, Kitten or Neuter with an October Birthday
1st – Morris’ GD CH HEATHROSE PRINCESS IN RAGS (PER ns 21). A
beautiful Persian lady, so feminine with most lovely head type and neat ears with long
silvery furnishings set just right. Expressive eyes, round and open with deep orange
colour. Dear little snub nose, deep strong chin, bite virtually level. She is not a big
queen but has lovely weight to her, with super short strong limbs and short full brush
tail. I think there must have been a mistake with her breed number in my book as she
is clearly a black silver tortie tabby with lots of muted red patching over her back that
predominate over the tabby pattern, light tabby tracings to face and limbs. Coat
length very good for the time of year with full ruff framing her face and flowing
down over the shoulders and down the chest, very fine in texture and beautifully
prepared. Excellent temperament.
2nd – Johnson’s GD CH DALTEEMA OPHELLIA (SBI a) FN 20/10/09. What an
attractive lady neuter. Very good head type, broad and strong with medium sized ears
spaced well apart. Slight dip to nose in profile, deep strong chin and level bite. Gentle
expression to eyes with mid blue colour. Medium length body with very good
substance, strong limbs and short strong paws, bushy tail to balance. Darker blue
points with full mask, matching in tone on all points with symmetrical white gloves
to toes on front paws and white socks to hind that taper to a point just below the
hocks. Some light tonal shading to coat that was long and silky with full ruff and
knickerbockers. Excellent to handle.
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Lincolnshire CC - 26/07/14
BREED CLASSES
Oriental Grand Premier Male
IMP – Hinson’s GD PR WESTGARTH PRINCE OF DARKNESS (OSH n) MN
24/09/12. A supremely elegant male neuter whose looks live up to his name! Not
without his little problems but overall worthy of this award. Longer wedge with very
good top of head and large beautifully flared ears set wide. Profile a tad uneven with
dips to nose and the chin although good for depth slopes back somewhat and the bite
is marginally scissored over. Oriental eye shape and set with most snooty of
expressions and a clear mid green colour. Long elegant but substantial body with long
whippy tail to balance. Super jet black coat glossy and sound to roots with excellent
sleek close texture, although there is a touch of sun-bleaching in places. A lovely boy
with a super temperament. Excellently presented.
Oriental Fawn Kitten
1st & BOB – Cassar-Simmonds’ FIRODILISO SINOPIA LENNOX (OSH p) M
21/03/14. Gorgeous little person, typy and well grown. Shorter baby wedge with very
good width to top of head and huge jug handled ears set wide. Oriental eye shape,
setting marginally straight at present, colour a good clear green. Almost straight
profile, firm chin and level bite quite a pronounced teething pinch at the moment.
Firm little body of promising length with dainty limbs and whippy tail. Pale fawn coat
slightly uneven in clarity and showing some light ghosting at present but generally
sound, very short and close lying with good texture. A super babe to handle.
Beautifully presented.
Oriental Shaded Kitten
1st & BOB – Sidnell’s LOLUJA HISSY MISS PRISSY (OSH m 11) F 11/11/13.
This is a really lovely kitten for type and I must confess to allowing this to influence
my decision re the BOB. Lovely head, very stylish with excellent width to top and
very large flared ears beautifully set. Strong profile and firm chin with level bite.
Expressive eyes with snooty look, colour olive green. Excellent tone and substance to
long elegant body with tail to almost balance. Lilac-based caramel pattern, which is
not a good shaded at the moment, but having seen this kitten fairly recently there is
some evidence of the pattern having lifted since we last met, with a narrow layer of
soft beige at the roots, and the surface spotting seems to be a little more diffuse.
Given this is “standard’ shaded without the benefit of silver to lift the pattern and the
fact that it can take couple of years to develop properly I felt I should give her the
benefit of the doubt, although to be perfectly honest I really do not think she will ever
be a good shaded, but time will tell. Excellent coat texture. Super to handle and
excellently presented.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
A.C. British Novice Adult
1st – Benson’s LIMATZ PRETTY PANDORA (BRI n 24) F 29/09/13. A
promising little girl, quite dainty as yet but she is very young. Super British type,
compact and cobby overall and her coat pattern is very good. Round head with full

cheeks and small neat ears set well apart Round eyes with good expression and vivid
orange colour. Good profile and chin with level bite. Cobby body short limbs and
medium length tail. Neat well rounded spots to coat with minimal linkage and
brindling on warm ground. Coat a touch long as soft in texture but has some density
to it. Excellent temperament
A.C. British Junior Neuter
1st – Berry’s HYSSOPUSS SUGAR RUSH (BRI c 21 33) FN21/05/13. Nicely
balanced overall this young female neuter. Rounded head with neat cheeks and fairly
small ears well set apart. Round eyes of clear blue and open expression. Short nose
and firm chin, bite marginally under, tends to puff out whisker pads. Cobby body with
good substance short limbs and balancing tail. Pretty pinkie toned lilac tabby points
and very light tonal shading to body. Coat okay for length and very dense just
marginally soft in texture. Handled well.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese resident in Lincolnshire
1st – Derrick’s PR TINTALLY TREACLE TARTE (SIA b) FN 05/11/12. This
lady neuter has good type but her colour is bordering on seal rather than chocolate,
although warm in tone her points are so dark I had to check her paws pads to make
sure she was as registered. Neat medium length wedge well balanced. Good eye
shape set and colour. Long slender body and tapered tail to almost balance. Short
close coat with minimal shading. Overall she is very attractive girl, just far too dark
for chocolate. Excellent temperament.
A.C. Series 32 Siamese Neuter
1st – Wroe’s CH COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 21) MN 23/07/13. A strong
masculine lad for a neuter. Lovely head with broad top line and large wide base ears
set to balance. Oriental eye shape and set with naughty expression and very good
depth of colour. Strong profile and firm chin with level bite. Long lean and well
muscled body with tail to almost balance. Pretty mid blue tabby points with good tail
rings, lightly shaded coat of good close texture. Had some very rude things to say as
usual but handled well.
2nd – Webster’s PR NANPEMA BOLERO (SIA m) MN 13/02/09. A dear neuter
boy, little effeminate for a chap but who excels for points colour. Medium length
wedge, good top line and proportionate ears well set. Good eye shape set and
expression with mid blue colour. Points an excellent rich hot toned apricot, some
medium tonal shading to body, coat length and texture excellent. The sweetest
temperament.
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